
Kommpo
BIODEGRADABLE ANYWHERE !





"The simplest things are the most

exeptional."

FACT OF LIFE :

 Paulo Coelho



Let's improve and find a healthy and pleasant environment!

We can all contribute,

so we decided not to wait. That's why we decided to create KOMMPO.

We brainstorm to provide a realistic, ecological, sustainable and

economically viable solution for professionals, but also for individuals.

Today we are proud to offer you a complete set of cutlery, plates, bowls,

cups and more to offer you a complete range of single-use products for

your deliveries, events, take-out, restaurants, bars, themes park , food

trucks, etc. 

A 100% biodegradable and COMPOSTABLE range for all occasions.

Our commitment is optimistic and realistic.

We created KOMMPO to offer you something different, simple, useful and

really Eco-friendly.

See you soon,

WHY KOMMPO?



KOMMPO products are made from

wheat flour, wheat bran, rice flour,

jaggery and sprinkled with a small

amount of water. Flours from

reasoned and responsible

agriculture are processed

according to the strictest

international industry standards,

then baked at a very high

temperature to produce our cutlery

and containers that are 100%

compostable and consumable by

backyard animals. .

Kommpo solutions are an excellent

alternative to other disposable

tableware made of paper, cardboard,

plastic or other polluting plant sources

whose productions are an ecological

tragedy. Our production does not

require any chemical input and requires

very little water input. From a tonne of

pure wheat, we can create 10,000 plates,

bowls or trays ... But the most important

thing is that our products are

compostable in 30 days in any type of

environment.

But not only !

We can also produce our objects from

food industry waste such as dry brewery

waste, flour mill waste, etc.

Local and sustainable?

Our primary objective is to produce as

close as possible to our customers, we

are therefore on the way to establishing

our production located in the heart of

Europe in Belgium and working with our

European farmers, having at heart

sustainable agriculture that respects

our environment. .

Production

ecology

paper plastic

30 days

200 days

century



100% natural and biodegradable and

compostable products in just 30 days !



food colors from 100%

natural products !



Our products

DISPOSABLE TABLEWARE THAT PRODUCES NO WASTE

b to b

''natural spirit''

series

can be stored for 6 months under dry storage conditions at 25 degrees.



our entire range is

customizable in size,

logo, and shape





glass and cup
ESPRESSO ,  AMERICAN ,  WATER ,  BEER ,  JUICE ,  SODAS ,  SMOOTHIE

Can hold liquid of any type for up to two hours 

100 ml

250 ml

400 ml 

600 ml





Bowl
` `  TAKEAWAY ' '  BOWL WITH OR WITHOUT CUTLERY ,  ROUND OR SQUARE

S 400 ml

 M 600 ml

 L 800 ml





Bowl

S 125 ml

M 175 ml

L 225 ml

XL 325 ml





Plates
WHATEVER YOU WISH TO SERVE

S Plates 5 inch (12,7cm)
M Plates 6.5 inch (16,5cm)
L Plates 10-11 inch (28cm)





Plates
WHATEVER YOU WISH TO SERVE

S Plates 5 inch (12,7cm)
M Plates 6.5 inch (16,5cm)
L Plates 10-11 inch (28cm)



Cutlery and straw
SOUPS ,  ICE CREAM ,  NOODLES ,  SUSHI ,  RICE ,  DESSERT ,  COCKTAILS

cold, hot, liquid, hard, our cutlery is resistant to any type of food 

for at least 40 minutes (Hot liquids)

- Spoon S (desert spoon)
- Spoon M (Regular)
- Spoon L (Service Spoon)
- Stir (cocktail)
- Straw 8 inch (20cm)
- Straw 5 inch (12cm)
- Ice Cream sticks 

- Fork m (regular)
- knife m (regular)
- chopsticks (regular)



Our Chinese chopsticks



Our products

DISPOSABLE TABLEWARE THAT PRODUCES NO WASTE

b to b

''a life in color''

series

can be stored for 9 months under dry storage conditions at 25 degrees.







MULTICOLOR SET

BOWL ,  DISH AND DESSERT SPOON ,  CHINESE BAGUETTES &  SOUP SPOON

Cold or hot liquids, our ''a life in color'' range is resistant to any type of food ! 



our entire range is

customizable in size,

logo, and shape







cup/glass 160ml
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cup/glass 160ml



chopsticks (set) 23cm



bowl 200ml





S Plates 12,7cm 

small desert fork  10cm

Spoon ice cream kids 8cm





bowl 200ml





S Plates 12,7cm 

small desert fork  10cm



- S Plates 12,7cm

- small desert fork  10cm

- Cup/glass 160 ml

- Chopsticks regular 23cm

- Spoon desert 10cm

- Spoon ice cream kids 8cm

- bowl 200ml

- small appetizer bowl 80ml

Color set : 



coming soon 

at kommpo :

- COLOR STRAW

- COLOR Delivery bowl

- COLOR Bowl m L

- Pizza tripod

- French fries tray

- French fries ''fork''

- Condiment jar

- COLOR condiment jar

- and much more is on the way !

Spoon (ice cream kids) 8cm



Small aperitif pot, 

small container

small appetizer bowl 80ml





the items are durable enough for normal use and can be used with all types of hot and cold hot and

cold dishes.
the items do not alter the taste of the food

cutlery submerged 100% in hot water at 70 ° C resist more than 5 minutes. They therefore adapt very

well to tasting a soup, for example.
cutlery submerged 100% in cold water will last more than 8 minutes. They therefore adapt very well

to ice cream tasting or as an accompaniment to drinks or ice cream.

Are your cutlery resistant? What can they be used with?

A research work on the composition, the manufacturing process, the design, the industrial transfer,
and the development of specific material / machine has been carried out in order to produce single-

use articles with the properties below:

What is the texture of your product?

The texture of the cutlery is pleasant in the mouth with a smooth appearance and a shape suitable for

use.

Should we eat the cutlery?

No, you can compost them, it will degrade in a few days unlike plastic which takes over 300 years to

disappear, which pollutes nature and disrupts marine ecosystems. You can give them to your backyard

animals.
 

Are your cutlery vegan?

Yes, the composition is Wheat flour, rice flour with a touch of water, so they are suitable for Vegans!

Are the cutlery likely to break during transport?

The packaging provided guarantees optimal protection of your products. Rest assured, your cutlery

will arrive safe and sound. However, a percentage could be damaged, which is why we always deliver a

small quantity greater than your original order.

Which countries do you deliver to?

We deliver throughout Europe.
 

Is there an expiration date (DLC)?

There is no Use By Date (BBD) but a DDM / DLUO: date of minimum durability / or best use date. This is 12
months. Only exceeding the DLC carries a health risk.

Why did you create KOMMPO?

The real motivation of the project is ecological, original: in Europe, there are billions of single-use

objects thrown away each year, depending on their nature (plastic, PLA, wood, cardboard, bamboo,
etc.) taking decades to degrade. Globally, 9 million tonnes of plastic end up in the oceans every year.

KOMMPO offers a zero-waste alternative that re-enchants the take-out experience at controlled

costs.

The KOMMPO team gets up every morning to provide a response to the ecological transition that

offers the best opportunity to reinvent our relationship with ecosystems and the way we consume

and trade.

We want more 'local' in our beautiful Europe, thus avoiding air travel and cargo around the world.
Our goal is to create jobs, help our farmers, provide fun, original, viable products, and more.

On the way to the new economy!

FAQ 



Kommpo
BIODEGRADABLE ANYWHERE !  

www.kommpo.com

info@kommpo.com

press@kommpo.com


